GREENTUBE ESTABLISHES STAKELOGIC
An innovative line of highly animated HTML5 slot games
Greentube, a leading developer and provider of cutting edge iGaming entertainment solutions
and its parent company Novomatic today announced the establishment of Stakelogic– a
company specialising in the development and (sub)licensing of the newest, outstanding and
high-end 3D HTML5 casino games for the iGaming market. Stakelogic has been set up under
the auspices of Greentube Internet Entertainment Solutions GmbH, the interactive unit of the
highly respected Novomatic Group.
"With a team of stand-out slot design visionaries, Stakelogic is set to bring a whole new
dimension of interactive gaming entertainment to global iGaming operators. This new approach
to game design is set to be a game changer for both players and operators." said Thomas Graf,
CEO of Greentube.
The company makes its debut at the world‘s most important gaming industry event ICE, Totally
Gaming being held on Feb 3rd-5th in London. Stakelogic will be a part of the Novomatic
Interactive stand and will surprise visitors by launching demonstrations of the first sophisticated
3D slot games.
"Through the establishment of Stakelogic, Greentube will conquer the world of online gaming
even further by providing the market with expectation surpassing games covering the coolest
designs, the most advanced themes and incredibly creative and innovative game features
online: features that players have not seen before.” said Marco Tramontina, Project Manager at
Stakelogic. “Stakelogic is all about innovation and revolutionizing the online gaming industry,
thus making a perfect match with Greentube, who have already proved to be one of the world’s
best companies in helping the market to increase business and player retentions with their
platform.”
About Greentube
Greentube Internet Entertainment Solutions, the global interactive unit of NOVOMATIC, is a leading developer and supplier
of iGaming solutions. Greentube is a wholly-owned subsidiary of The NOVOMATIC Group, one of the biggest producers and
operators of gaming technologies and one of the largest integrated gaming companies in the world. Greentube’s industry
leading omni-channel technology allows the convergence of online, mobile and land based games. Our well diversified
product portfolio includes Classic Slots, Table Games, Live Dealer Gaming, AWP Reloaded Slots, Server Based Gaming,
Social Casino Gaming, Bingo, Poker and more.
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